
WASH / MW Crew  
 
Surface Studio Project 3: Memory Patterns 
Research Checkpoint 10/30 
Process Critique (details TBD) 11/6 
Final project due at 9:30am on 11/13 
 

Challenge:  
Using sharpie, design markers and acrylic paint on Bristol paper, generate a series of three original 
pattern designs based on personal memory. Your series will include one realistic, one abstract and one 
non-representational design and must successfully convey one analogous color scheme, one triadic 
color scheme and one tetrad color scheme. Each composition may be rooted in a different personal 
memory or the series can be about one remembrance, but the subject matter within the patterns should 
connect to your content.  

The dimensions of the Bristol should be 19” x 19” with a 1/2 inch taped border. In your initial planning 
process you may choose to hand generate or digitally design your pattern, but the final series must be 
made by hand. All patterns must be original in imagery no iconic symbols or text may be used. Each 
design should show significant differentiation in both color and design.  

Consider the important roles that scale, value, contrast, balance, unity, emphasis/subordination and 
line play in this process.  

 
Materials:  
Bristol paper, acrylic paint, markers (optional), wax paper, brushes, blue tape, pencils (to be erased), 
sharpies, ruler. Demonstrating color mixing with acrylic paint is a priority for this project. Markers can be 
used only a supplementary material.  

 
Objectives:  

• Gain a richer understanding of analogous, triadic and tetrad color schemes.  
• Gain a deeper understanding of realistic, abstract and non-representational styles.  
• Further you understanding of original imagery.  
• Explore pattern as a primary component in art making.  
• Produce high crafted, hand generated & detailed design work.   
• Practice developing our own content informed by appropriate imagery.  

 
Tips and Tricks: 

• This process greatly benefits from having a plan; time management will really help. 
• Some students find that using one memory throughout the series can help with consistency.  
• Making a stencil to aid in shape repetition may be helpful. 
• No need to gesso your Bristol before beginning, but avoid mixing too much water mixed in your 

paint. 
• Your color wheel will be a huge help. 

 



 

Weekend Research Component, due Mon. 10/30: 

1. Investigate and make notes on the following artists: 
Bridget Riley, Sol Lewitt, Martha Armitage, Neil Raitt, Ani Albers, Judy Ledgerwood, Ryan Mrozowski 
 
2. Links to browse and make notes on, be sure to comment on formal themes and which patterns 
you’re drawn to and why:  

a-pattern-a-day.tumblr.com 

patternblog.tumblr.com 
 
patternobserver.com 
 
paletton.com 
 
http://design-milk.com/surface-experiments-ellen-van-dusen-explores-color-pattern-interactive-abc-ryb-
book/ 
 
3. Write down which hues you’ve chosen for each color scheme (analogous, triadic, tetradic) and 
provide color mixing tests. 
 
4. Make 30 thumbnail sketches (ten for each design) of any size to help develop your designs.  
 
 

                                                      


